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1. Answer any ten of the following questions: 

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words 
as far as applicable. 

(a) Why and when was the Indigo Commission constituted? 

(c) What do you mean by Vernacular Press Act? 

(b) When and under which Viceroy was the Civil Marriage Act passed? 
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(d) Mention two main recommendations of the Hunter Commission. 

(e) When and by whom was the Anglo-Vedic College established? 

() What is meant by Safety Valve theory? 

(g) What was the purpose of the Aga Khan deputation? 

(h) How did revolutionary Bagha Jatin die? 

(i) What is the meaning of Satyagraha? 
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() When and why was the Non-Cooperation Movement called off? 
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(k) What do you mean by Nehru Report? 

(1) What was the Meerut Conspiracy Case? 

(m) When and why did Muslim League celebrate Day of Deliverance? 

(n) What do you mean by Green Revolution? 

(o) Why did independent India not join cither Soviet or US alliance? 

2. Answer any four of the following questions: 

(a) What was the role of Swami Vivekananda in the nationalist movement of India? 

(b) Mention the limitations of the Swadeshi movement. 

(c) Was Gandhiji right in supporting the Khilafat Movement? 

(d) Why did the Civil Disobedience Movement fail? 

(e) Why did the Congress leaders accept the Partition of India? 

() How far was the social justice trial successful during Nehru's Prime Ministership? 

3. Answer any two of the following questions: 

(a) Evaluate the activities of the Indian National Congress from 1885 to 1905. 
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(b) Discuss the salient features of the Morley-Minto Act of 1909. 

(d) Did Pakistan have any role behind the Kashmir Crisis? 
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(c) Evaluate the role of Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose in the Indian Freedom Struggle. 


